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Sci Fi Art A Graphic
Kathryn and Stuart Immonen's webcomic series Grass of Parnassus is being collected in a special hardcover edition from AdHouse Books this fall. Grass of
Parnassus is a slice-of-life kind of story, but ...
The Immonens return with sci-fi slice of life graphic novel Grass of Parnassus
Melbourne-based graphic designer Greg Olijnyk spends his spare time creating fascinating little sculptures using cardboard packaging.
Greg Olijnyk’s sci-fi cardboard sculptures
Film writer/director Duncan Jones has teamed with directtor-turned-comics writer Alex De Campi for Madi, making his comic ...
Inside the socially-minded cyborg sci-fi drama Madi with Duncan Jones and Alex De Campi
The Illustrations That Sold the Missions is a huge 192-page hardcover artbook featuring illustrations commissioned by NASA. This book is published by
Motorbooks. The artworks in this book are for ...
Book Review: The Art of NASA: The Illustrations That Sold the Missions
Mad Magazine Spoofs Star Wars and Other Sci-fi is a collection of parodies that ... Throughout the volume, Mad’s writers and artists hit on many of the
same obsessions: the IRS, the high cost ...
Graphic Novel: Mad's 'idiots' roast sci-fi movies, shows of last 50 years
The New York Times art critic Holland Cotter once called her work “an advance warning system” for identifying dangers of supposed advances like
genetic engineering. Others simply describe her as ahead ...
When Bots and Antibodies Are Art Materials
There’s a limit to how long a movie can mess with viewers’ minds, and “Ultrasound” eventually crosses that threshold. A thriller whose discomforting
early going provides few clues to the head-spinning ...
‘Ultrasound’ Review: A Frustrating Sci-Fi Puzzle-Box Thriller
To Emily Watts Drouin, Keene State Graphic ... the Currier Art Center, where she had taken classes herself as a child. Her love of comics and cartooning
couldn’t be denied, and in 2013 she published ...
Keene State Alumna Emily Watts Drouin Found Work That Is Child’s Play
The Adelaide trio will make the leap into graphic novels for Hilltop Hoods ... Suffa and DJ Debris are characters in the sci-fi adventure and they’ll have
their work cut out, as they tackle ...
Hilltop Hoods, Z2 Comics Team up For Alien Adventure Graphic Novel
The Art of Anime and Everything ... The cyberpunk sci fi/horror Genocyber is perhaps best known for its controversially extreme graphic violence, and as
a result it has developed a dedicated ...
Heritage Plans Groundbreaking Anime Art Auction
The graphic novel, which is 260 pages, features several renowned artists, including Glenn Fabry ... We also felt we would hit a lot of sci-fi and film fans that
don’t necessarily regularly ...
David Bowie’s son Duncan Jones details his new graphic novel ‘Madi’: It ‘has meant the world to me’
21, $19.95, ISBN 978-0-231-19182-1) tells the history of three radical artists of the vaudeville ... up with an extraterrestrial buddy in this sci-fi adventure
about bullies, schoolyard spats ...
Fall 2021 Announcements: Comics & Graphic Novels
we'll sum that up and get into a bit of speculation and what we wish to see from this seemingly massive sci-fi RPG at E3 2021. We know Starfield won't
deviate too far from the developer's wheelhouse.
Starfield: What We Want At E3 2021
Sci-Fi, graphic novels, toys, original art, collectibles, contests, and more. Each event features topical programming and entertainment with celebrity Q&As,
comics-themed sessions, costume ...
The Con is on: Wizard World Chicago Returns, October 15-17
Tom Cruise stars as John Aderton in the Steven Spielberg sci-fi action-thriller Minority Report ... is an adaptation of Frank Miller’s iconic graphic novel
series of the same name.
The Best Movies To Watch On Paramount+ Right Now
sci-fi, graphic novels, toys, original art, collectibles, contests, and more. Each event features topical programming and entertainment with celebrity Q&A’s,
comics-themed sessions, costume ...
WIZARD WORLDTM Launches 2D Non-Fungible Tokens: Connecting Fans with the Past through the Technology of the Future
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If you’re Alienware, you lean into a sci-fi aesthetic, offer the best possible ... DisplayPort 1.4 and Alienware’s Graphic Amplifier port. That’s all good,
though it’s disappointing ...
Alienware M17 R4 Review: The Best Portable Gaming Experience (And The Worst Battery Life) Money Can Buy
An auto accident is the catalyst for a dreamlike nightmare involving various strangers in Rob Schroeder’s confounding sci-fi thriller ... There, he’s
welcomed in by Art (Bob Stephenson ...
‘Ultrasound’ Review: A Frustrating Sci-Fi Puzzle-Box Thriller
There, he’s welcomed in by Art (Bob Stephenson), who after a bit ... but the further it plunges into mystifying sci-fi terrain (beginning, fittingly, with the
sight of Katie diving into a ...
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